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THAT'S RIGHT, EVERYONE ELSE HAD THINGS TO DO, AND LEFT.

WELL, IT'S IMPORTANT FOR FUTURE SCHOOL IDOLS TO BROADEN THEIR HORIZONS!

HOW UNBELIEVABLE... THE LIVE'S RIGHT AROUND THE CORNER TOO.

YOU'RE BY YOURSELF TODAY HONOKA?
I DON'T WANT TO HEAR THAT FROM SOMEONE WHO'S NORMALLY SO LAZY.

THERE'S NO MUCH POINT IN PRACTICING WITH EVERYONE ABSENT.

YOU'RE RIGHT. LET'S HEAD HOME!

SPEAKING OF WHICH, IT'S BEEN A WHILE SINCE WE'VE GONE HOME BY OURSELVES!
YOU'RE RIGHT... WE HAVEN'T.

IT'S ALWAYS BEEN YOU, KOTORI AND MYSELF.

GOING HOME WITH EVERYONE IN LI'S IS GREAT.

I SUPPOSE.

IT'S ALL 9 OF US NOW!
BUT IT'S ALSO WONDERFUL TO BE ABLE TO WALK HOME WITH JUST YOU!

WHAT'S WRONG, UMI-CHAN?
WHY DO I FEEL LIKE THIS...

IT'S BEEN THE SAME THROUGH ALL THESE YEARS...

THE THREE OF US HAVE ALWAYS BEEN ON GOOD TERMS...

WHY, THOUGH?

NOTHING'S WRONG.

SURE, WE HAVEN'T BEEN TOGETHER ALONE VERY OFTEN,

BUT I'VE NEVER FELT LIKE THIS WHEN I'M WITH KOTORI.

WHY DO I BECOME SO SHAKEN
I'm going to have to stop by the hospital...

Really? Do you feel sick or something?

Uh, yeah.

I had this fever last night, you see...

Yeah.

It must because I don't feel so well...

U-um, Honoka?

You okay?
IT'S NOT THAT HOT. YOU'RE GOOD!

YOU'LL CATCH MY COLD...

HEX!
SURE...

SEE YOU TOMORROW!

BYE BYE!

WHATEVER YOU SAY! I'LL GO ON AHEAD THEN!
WOAH WOAH WOAH
WAIT A MOMENT

THIS IS TOTALLY WEIRD!

WHY ARE YOU RUNNING AWAY? NOTHING'S CHANGED AT ALL...

WAA AHH!

WHAT'S THE MATTER, UMI-CHAN?

THAT WAS JUST ME FEELING A BIT UNDER THE WEAT-

WAS IT BECAUSE OF YESTERDAY?
Perhaps I should really see a doctor...
That's not the problem.

You were fine up until yesterday.

That you like Honoka-chan?
Barely, this tells me.

I see.

Wha-?!

I mean romantically.

Well, I don't hate her or anything.
LOVE........??

Love?
Love?
Love...
Love?

HMM... LET ME SEE.

OH...
WHAT'S UP, KOTORI-CHAN?

HONOKA-CHAN!

R-REALLY?

JUST LEAVE IT TO ME!
Huh?

Do you not like me or something?

That's enough, Kotori! I'll say it myself!

That's not what I meant...

Um, Honoka...

You see, Lumi-chan really loves you!
I SEE.

WELL,
I DON'T REALLY KNOW ABOUT THAT KIND OF STUFF.

WE'RE BOTH GIRLS AND ALL THAT...

I-IT'S WEIRD, RIGHT?

SO LET'S GO OUT!

SINCE I REALLY LOVE YOU TOO!

IT'S GOOD TO HEAR THOUGH!
EHH??!
W-WHAT'S WRONG?

OH...
OKAY...

YOU'RE JUST REALLY DENSE...

THANK YOU SO MUCH, KOTORI-CHAN.

I-ILL GO AND CLEAN MY FACE UP!

I HAVEN'T DONE ANYTHING.
YOU SURE ARE!

I'M A LITERAL BRICK, SO I NEVER NOTICED...

NOT YOU TOO, KOTORI-CHAN!

YOU ARE...

WE HAVEN'T BEEN GOING HOME WITH KOTORI-CHAN LATELY.
IT SURE FEELS LONELY.

THAT'S RIGHT.

BUT I STILL WANT THE THREE OF US GOING HOME TOGETHER.

I'M SURE SHE'S MAKING SPACE FOR US.

HONOKA...

OK!

I'LL GO ASK HER THE NEXT TIME I SEE HER!

DON'T YOU WORRY! I'M SURE SHE'LL SHARE OUR SENTIMENTS TOO!
HMM. IN THIS CASE...

UMI-CHAN DID NOT MEAN FOR THIS TO HAPPEN EITHER!

SURE! SO IT'LL BE JUST LIKE BEFORE!

SINCE I'VE BEEN DELIBERATELY AVOIDING YOU BOTH.

I KNOW.
CAN YOU PLEASE LISTEN TO JUST ONE REQUEST?

!?
GO OUT WITH ME IN EXCHANGE FOR THE THREE OF US BEING TOGETHER AGAIN.

THEN WHAT SHOULD I DO?

I LIKE YOU!

DO YOU NOT LIKE ME?

O-KAY...

LUGH...

THERE'S NO PROBLEM THEN!
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